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The IFR baseline design

•! The muon and KL detector is 
build in the magnet flux return. 

•! It will be composed by one 
hexagonal barrel and 2 
endcaps like in Babar. 

•! Plan to reuse BaBar iron 
structure 

•! Add iron to BaBar stack to improve µ ID: 

  ! 7-8 detection layers should be enough 

•! Keep longitudinal segmentation in front of  

 stack to retain KL ID capability. 

A possible (not optimized) configuration 
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?

MINOS like scintillators 
as active material
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The scintillator bars

•! In contact with FNAL-NICADD facility  

•! Various candidates:  

•! We have some spares from Minos and Itasca company 
that we are using for R&D 

•! In a second stage of the R&D we’ll have to make our 
own prototype. 
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By September we have to order our own prototype!!!
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The WLS fiber

•! Baseline: Kuraray Y11-175  !=1.0 mm, round, double cladding 

•! Trapping efficiency  =  5.4%  

•! Attenuation Length ~ 3.5m   

•! Emission peak: 476 nm  

•! Possible alternatives: 

–! Different diameter/dopant concentration: increase the light yield  

–! Square shape: higher trapping efficiency (~+30%)  

–! Bicron  BCF-92 fibers (round multiclad): 

•! Trapping efficiency  =  5.6%  

•! Attenuation Length ~ 3.5m   

•! Emission peak: 492 nm  

•! Decay time: 2.7 ns (Y11-200  is  "10ns),  faster # better time 
resolution 
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Better light yield

Worst time resolution

Better time resolution

?
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Fiber readout
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•! Geiger mode APDs: MPPC (Hamamatsu), SiPM (FBK- IRST)  
•! G >105  

•! DE ! 40% (530nm)  (DE = Q.E  x Fill factor x Aval. prob.)   

•! ~ 1ns risetime  

•! ! 10 times less sensitive to V and T variations  

•! Low bias voltage (50-70V)  

•! Dark current rate @ room temperature :    100s of kHz thr = 0.5 phe  

                                                                            few kHz  if thr = 1.5 phe 

•! APD: 
–! For BaBar R&D was considered the model  RMD #S0223: 

•!  G>1000 

•!  QE=65% (>530 nm)  

•!  5ns risetime 

•! High bias voltage (1850V) ! difficult to stabilize 

•! G very sensitive to V and T variations  

–!   Hamamatsu APDs have lower gain (few 100), bias voltage 400- 500 V     
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MPPC higher gain and Q.E. - SiPM better time resolution
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Readout options
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As 2-nd option we are 
considering also the  “double 
coord layout”: orthogonal 
scintillator bars, 1cm thick 
(mechanically rather 
complicated)

Baseline option: read one 
coordinate with the bar position 
and the other with the time.

Need a time resolution ~1ns to 
have ~20cm

1ns time 
resolution

Both will be tested on a full scale prorotype
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Open issues at Orsay

How to perform the geometry optimization

reuse babar flux

neutron rate can be an issue 

Bring the photondetectors out of the iron?

double view -vs- single view readout

manpower for simulation

something like cylindrical RPC
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From Orsay
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End of Orsay meeting

R&D needs

evaluate different readout options

evaluate the possibility to bring the 
photon-detectors out of the iron

impact of neutron background on SiPM

Iron Structure: new structure vs partial 
recycle of BaBar iron (or total recycle)

impact on the budget

impact on the performances
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From Orsay
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End of Orsay meeting

Simulation and detector optimization

need to build reconstruction tools in the 
full simulation to optimize the detector

perform detector optimization

Fast sim: need to parameterize the 
hadronic showers - improve the muon 
selector

Prototype preparation

structure design started
electronics design started
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Ongoing activities
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R&D

Freeze the baseline for prototype 
construction

Optimize mechanical coupling

Front end electronics

Optimize performances and design

Simulation and detector optimization

Finalize tools development
Study different detector configuration

Mechanics

Prototype and detector design
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The neutron issue

SiPM/MPPC aging tests appeared in literature indicate that neutron irradiation can be 
an issue.

Waiting for simulations, in the worst case scenario we have to bring all the 
photodetectors out of the detector:

4m of WLS + 10m of clear fibers 

Reduction of  factor ~3 in  number of p.e. to be recovered, keeping the same time resolution  

4  fibers/scintill-bar on 2x2 mm2 SiPM  (or array of 4  1x1 mm2 MPPC)

1.2mm fibers (ordered from Kuraray , expected end Feb.) 

1.5mm clear fibers (ordered from Kuraray , expected end Feb.) 

Coupling WLS/clear fiber 
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is

See Wander’s talk tomorrow morning 

See next talks 
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Goal for this meeting

Review advancements and achievements in all the development areas

Particular focus on simulation for detector optimization: 

a lot of work still to do

at least preliminary results needed by September to match the prototype 
schedule

Discuss the effect of the neutron background on the detector and plan for 
further studies and possible remediation.

Review the TDR preparation process and prioritize the short and medium 
term activities
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Road to the TDR (I)
•! Construction  and test of a prototype to measure/confirm 

performances 

•! Final layout of the single detector module: scintill + WLS FIBER 

+  photodetector based on R&D and prototype test results 

–! Number of fibers per scint. bar 

–! Kuraray / Saint-Gobain and diameter   

–! Type of photodetectors : SiPM or MPPC, active surface dimensions   

•! Mechanics 

–! understand if we will reuse the Babar flux return or we need to build a new 

one 

–! module layout and assembling 

•! Development and test of the Front End Electronics: 

–! amplifier 

–! discriminators 

–! TDC 
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Road to the TDR (II)

Simulation

improve IFR description

optimize iron, and scintillator

provide PID and other tools

study the background sources and their impact on the detector
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The IFR group

At the present:

Ferrara INFN-University

Padova INFN-University

Roma1 INFN-University

Other institutions showed interest in joining the enterprise: wait for the Italian 
government approval.

...................
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IFR sessions 
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Wednesday
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There should be a discussion about the neutron background 

and possibility of simulating and shielding
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Thursday
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